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I don’t know about you, but in spite of all the perfectly
valid reasons to be fearful about:

“the end” that appears to be upon us,
what is actually about to begin,
the chaos that is everywhere
threats that face humanity, and
whether there’s anything we can do about it, or
whether there’s time,

This is a GRAND time.

While I’m sure there are many who would beg to differ, It’s a
grand time to be alive, present on Earth at this time in her
history. Imagine, for a moment, that you have the power to re-
create it in any way you want; what changes would you make in
the world to make it a better place?

You need not tell me or anyone else your answer. Just imagine
it sincerely, and love it into existence.
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You need not tell me or anyone else your answer. Just imagine
it sincerely, and love it into existence.

[…]

We are not, never have been, nor will we ever be the vehicle
that is the physical body, itself a macrocosm to an ocean of
microorganisms.

At death, for a final time, we “exit” the body through a
stargate that is used over the entire course of the earthly
lifetime while the body is in the state called “sleep.”

The stargate’s molecular form is the pineal gland. This gives
new meaning to the idea of entering the “temple.”The only
difference between our nightly sleep-time exit and final body
dissociation is that at the final departure, the cord that
persists during the physical lifetime between our Immortal
Essence and the physical body, is cut.

[…]

The time for the end of the grand charade is nigh, not because
“they”  are  ready  to  let  you  see,  but  because  sufficient
numbers of you are ready to know and live in truth.

What does knowing and living in truth mean? It means loving
love enough to be it yourself under all circumstances, toward
all  people.  It  means  loving  peace  enough  to  embrace  it
yourself under all circumstances, toward all people.

A loving, peaceful person becomes a harmless person. And while
the “powers that were” would have you think that the only way
to protect yourself from harm is to “bare arms,” as in weapons
of harm and destruction, becoming harmless actually invokes a
much more effective power, in the form of your own force
field.

[…]
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Our relationship to plasma, and more importantly, its ability
work on our behalf, is largely unknown, and rarely consciously
observed.

Better we think that we need guns to protect us, when in fact,
a plasma field around us and within has been protecting us all
along, that is, when we’re not believing in, or thinking of
harmful methods so deeply as to bring harm to ourselves.

What we seek, we’ll find. What we fear will appear.

[…]

Fearlessness  is  not  the  same  as  Lovefulness.  One  can  be
fearless, while lacking wisdom. The loveful are wise. The
loveful will melt hostilities because they value and respect
the life, sovereignty, and kindredness of themselves with ALL
of creation, whether “born” on Earth, or in the Heavens.
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